
The Circle of Fifths is an
incredible tool with many
different uses within
music theory. It can help
us with everything from
knowing what chord
progressions will sound
good together to
knowing what sharps or
flats a key signature has.
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The diagram presents all the
diatonic major and minor keys in
order, based on the number of
sharps or flats.

It can be thought of as the clock of
music, Whereas the numbers on
the clock represent hours of the
day, the clock's letters represent
the prominent major and minor key
signatures.

If we start at the top (12 o'clock),
and move anticlockwise; the flat
keys move by perfect fourths,
adding a flat with each motion.

antiClockwise

Flat Keys
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F MAJOR

1 flat - Bb



Flats (b) are added with each
anticlockwise progression
around the circle

 As you can see, the first scale
we see when we move one
anticlockwise motion around
the circle is F Major. Because
we have moved one
anticlockwise motion, we add
1 Flat - Bb

antiClockwise

Major Flat

Keys

F - Major
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Bb Major



As before, with each
anticlockwise motion around
the circle, a flat is added. So,
when playing out of Bb major,
we have 2 flats - Bb & Eb.

 

antiClockwise

Major Flat
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B FLAT - MAJOR
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3 flats - Bb, Eb & Ab

Eb Major



Lets apply the same
procedure as before - 1 further
anticlockwise motion around
the circle = 1 additional flat in
the key signature. 

Eb Major has 3 flats - Bb, Eb &
Ab. 

*Note the emerging pattern 
 in which the flats are
appearing. 
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4 flats - Bb, Eb, Ab & Db

Ab Major



 1 further anticlockwise
motion around the circle = 1
additional flat in the key
signature. 

Ab Major has 4 flats - Bb, Eb, 
 Ab & Db

*By moving Ab down the
octave (4th fret of the E
string) allows us to continue
moving in a linear pattern to
find the remaining Major Flat
keys. 

antiClockwise

Major Flat

Keys

A FLAT - MAJOR
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5 flats - Bb, Eb, Ab, Db &

Gb

Db Major

The notes contained within
Db Major can be identified by
constructing the Major scale
for Db (4th fret on the A
string). 

T - T - S - T - T - T- S
 



1 further anticlockwise motion
around the circle = 1
additional flat in the key
signature. 

Db Major has 5 flats - Bb, Eb, 
 Ab, Db & Gb
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D FLAT - MAJOR
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6 flats - Bb, Eb, Ab, Db,

Gb & Cb

Gb Major



1 further anticlockwise motion
around the circle = 1
additional flat in the key
signature. 

Gb Major has 6 flats - Bb, Eb, 
 Ab, Db, Gb & Cb. The scale
shown opposite is played
from the E string, 2nd fret.

*It's your turn to identify the
last remaining  flat key
signature and the notes
contained within it.  
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G FLAT - MAJOR - E STRING/2ND FRET



Hopefully, you correctly
identified the notes contained
within Cb Major as:

Cb, Db, Eb, Fb, Gb, Ab, Bb & Cb

antiClockwise

Major Flat

Keys

C FLAT  MAJOR 
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Using the fretboard to
identify the order in which
the Major flat keys appear.

*Note - The Ab gets moved
down the octave to facilitate
a linear pattern.

Take a closer

Look

Cb
Major

Gb
Major

F 
Major

Bb
Major

Eb
Major

Ab
Major

Db
Major

P4thP4th P4th P4th P4th P4th

Ab



Major sharp keys

F

Bb

Eb

Bb

Bb, Eb

Bb, Eb, Ab

order of

Flats



Ab

Db

Gb

Cb

Bb, Eb, Ab, Db

Bb, Eb, Ab, Db
Gb, Cb

Bb, Eb, Ab, Db
Gb

Bb, Eb, Ab, Db
Gb, Cb, Fb

order of

Flats



Identifying

Flats Keys 

From Notation

let's look at a simple method
of identifying from written
Key Signatures

I always try to convey
concepts in relation to the
bass fretboard, but it's not
always practical.  However,
there is also a simple method
of identifying flat key
signature from music
notation.

F Major

F Major has 1 Flat - Bb. This is the only flat key signature you need to memorise in the
following method. 



Identifying

Major Flats

Keys 

From Notation

When we have more than a
single flat (b) in the key
signature, all you need to to to
identify the key signature is:

Look at the second last flat.  

B Flat  Major

The key signature below has 2 flats - Bb & Eb. The second last flat within the key
signature identifies the key - It's really that simple! 

Second last Flat is Bb = We are playing out of Bb Major



Identifying

Major Flats

Keys 

From Notation

E Flat  Major

The key signature below has 3 flats - Bb, Eb & Ab. The second last flat within the key
signature identifies the key.

Second last Flat is Eb = We are playing out of Eb Major



Identifying

Major Flats

Keys 

From Notation

A Flat  Major

The key signature below has 4 flats - Bb, Eb, Ab & Db. The second last flat within the
key signature identifies the key.

Second last Flat is Ab = We are playing out of Ab Major



Identifying

Major Flats

Keys 

From Notation

D Flat  Major

The key signature below has 5 flats - Bb, Eb, Ab, Db & Gb. The second last flat within
the key signature identifies the key.

Second last Flat is Db = We are playing out of Db Major



This formula applies
throughout the remaining
Major Flat keys within the
anticlockwise circle of 5ths.
 

Identifying

Major Flats

Keys 

From Notation

g Flat  Major

C Flat  Major



Using the bass fretboard as a
guide, it's time to test your
knowledge.  

You can download the text
information contained within this
course to a handy PDF document. 
 

Good Luck! 

test 

Yourself 
Quiz

https://41b24be1-2bef-4e80-aea3-210feca77bdf.filesusr.com/ugd/3aaf7f_48419fa5d13c430dac2e17418abc334d.pdf
https://41b24be1-2bef-4e80-aea3-210feca77bdf.filesusr.com/ugd/3aaf7f_48419fa5d13c430dac2e17418abc334d.pdf
http://www.musictheory.net/exercises/keysig/n98yyydynyyy

